GCSE to A LEVEL
Transition Project

Name:
Subject: Film Studies
The purpose of this A Level Transition project is to introduce you to studying this
subject at A Level standard. You will need to complete 10 hours of study on each
subject every week, 4½ in class with your teacher and the rest as independent
learning. Therefore, it is important that you enjoy this subject and that you start to
practice your study skills as early as possible. Some subjects have significant maths
content (for example business, psychology, economics); others require strong essay
writing skills (for example history, English). Think about the study skills and
underpinning knowledge you will require in this subject – not just the title.
If after completing this project you think this may not be your ideal choice, you can ask
to transfer to another subject at the start of term, as long as you have the entry
requirements and it fits alongside your other choices on the A Level Matrix (timetable).
If you do decide to change subject, you will be required to complete the transition
project for your new choice too.
This is also your first taste of Flipped Learning and elements will be used within your
first week of lessons.
Please ensure your name, student number and subject are clearly noted on each page
and bring it with you to hand in at Enrolment.
We hope you enjoy this project as you start your A Level journey.
Have a good summer and we look forward to seeing you in September.

A Level Film Studies
Transition Project
Congratulations on gaining a place on the
course and we look forward to seeing you. We
believe you have made the right choice and will have an exciting time learning and
developing towards your creative career.
To help you get prepared and to ensure that you are successful we have put some information together for
you. Please read through carefully and follow the instructions. Some courses have a suggested reading list,
directions to forums and tutorial sites and projects for you to engage with over the Summer. If you have any
questions about these, do not hesitate to call 01243 786 321 x 2599 for guidance.
Course Details:
Course code: ART052
Course leader: Calum Strachan
Contact: Calum.strachan@chichester.ac.uk or 01243 786321 Ext 2599

Summer/Transition Task
Over the summer you are required to complete a short introductory assignment that you are to bring with
you to enrolment.
The assignment is to write a 500-word analysis of how 1 or 2 of the key elements of film form are used in a
scene (approx. 2-3 minutes long) from a film of your choice to generate meaning and provoke the audience
to respond in particular ways (e.g. generate sympathy for characters, create excitement, build tension etc.).
The key elements of film form are: cinematography (including lighting), mise-en-scene, editing, sound
and performance. .You might need to do some research on what these terms mean.
Try to use film terminology wherever possible; there are a number of excellent websites that list the terms
for common camera shots and the appropriate terms for the other key elements of film form. Go to
http://www.empireonline.com/features/film-studies-101-camera-shots-styles and learn the 30 terms for
camera shots which will form part of your first A Level Film Studies lesson.
If you have any questions about the summer task or if you complete it early please don’t hesitate to email
me.
YOU MUST HAND THE TRANSITION WORK IN AT ENROLMENT IN SEPTEMBER
Suggested weekly tasks:
Film is an exciting and ever changing/developing industry with interesting announcements happening on an
almost daily basis. As a Film Studies student you will want to keep up to date with the latest industry
developments, such as developing new technologies, new films going into production, box-office
performances etc. In order to keep as up to date as possible there are a number of useful websites that you
should check regularly, such as IMDb.com, BoxOfficeMojo.com and Metacritic.com as well as many more.
Magazines and journals such as Empire magazine and Sight & Sound are excellent ways of keeping up to
date with the latest developments in film. Any interesting or relevant articles, websites, data that you find
you should collect in a case studies pack that can be used for revision later in the year.
Have a good summer, watch lots of films and I hope to see you in September.

Calum

